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To whom it may concern 

My name is kylie Tasker on the 3/9/2018 I had a abdominal hysterectomy through  day
surgery, before I was taken into surgery I was given a epidural by the anesthesiologist
where he had 4 goes and failed to put it in then a female anesthesiologist finally inserted
 the epidural as far as I am aware surgery went well 
When I woke in recovery I had some pain and was give pain killers, before being taken to
the ward, my legs up to high waist had lost movement and feeling previously I could
wriggle my toes and move my legs. 
I was taken to the ward in which I was cared for by wonderful staff, but with the lack of
movement I had an  anesthesiologist was called  the epidural was turned off to see if I
regained movement and feeling this was at 3 am in the morning and later at 5amtaken to
have an emergency mri to find out what was going on and why I had lost all movement the
mri showed the needle was to long and I was later told they had administered to much
medication through the epidural I gained back movement at around 11am the following
day, I was also told an epidural should only ever be tried twice and no more, what they did
to me deeply concerns me that mistakes where made and I could have been permanently
injured due to what had happened, I was later visited by 4 anesthesiologist who again
wanted me to have the epidural restarted, I was very hesitant and really didn’t want it, they
where very pushy I later said no as they could not guarantee it wouldn’t happen again, the
staff on the ward continued great care of me, 
a lady was eventually brought into the bed beside me, she cried most of the day and
whimpered, I not once complained 
Later through her many visitors I had minimal rest, as I had hardly any sleep the night
before due to the epidural debacle and my PTSD, yet I still didn’t complain 
During the night I had my tv on as ,  I have Ptsd pretty bad for me to fall asleep and try
 and stay asleep without nightmare or sleep walking I have a tv or music playing all the
time on low , I sleep some times 20 min at a time or and hour but if I don’t have these
going I’m guaranteed to have nightmares, tonight I was told to turn off the tv due to the
woman in the next bed not wanting me to have tv on, I explained why I needed the tv on
 and I was tonight told I wasn’t allowed and if I wanted to watch tv I was to go to the
kitchen area and watch tv and they would make up a bed on the lounge so I could sleep  I
found this appalling and lack of care by this nurse, the lady in the room was cared for and
her needs put ahead of anyone’s , not once was my health considered, she was just
whinging i had the tv on and she had troubles sleeping, she continued all night whimpering
, I asked to be discharged because if I am to sleep on a lounge I would rather be in my own
house,  I just had major surgery and my physical welfare was not taken into account when
offered a lounge to sleep on I walked the hospital inside and out waiting as I couldn’t sleep
anywhere  and no longer felt comfortable,   While I was waiting to be discharged and 1045
was finally discharged and I have not had any sleep and hardly any rest, 
As I had no where to be in private and be comfortable as I am supposed to be taking it easy
since surgery and to be constantly on my feet and moving around has caused pain, a few of
the nursing staff where still amazing to me and where not happy with what had happened
and continued support and trying to get me discharged, I feel like because I have PTSD my
condition was not cared about and was unfairly treated, I was sent home to bungendore
hoping that nothing goes wrong as there are a few concerns with hematomas and beginning
of bed sores after being in one position after the epidural, 
I am so angry with what has happened 
And disgusted at my treatment 



I never thought I would have ever been treated like this 
I put complaints in to councillor Fitzharris  I was told I had been contacted by two people
from the hospital which I was only contacted by one nurse, I told this to ms Fitzharris who
didn’t listen I also provided photos of where they asked me if I wanted a bed made up on
the lounge and photos of the multiple attempts of the epidural site which clearly shows 5
attempts and I was told no they only done it 3 times and was kindly told at least I was
given a place to sit but I refused it and now if I have further complaints I am to complain to
human rights 
I am disgusted by ms Fitzharris lack of concern and that of the hospital all it is about is
covering it up 
Please see below the letters received from ms Fitzharris and photos of the epidural site and
the lounge I was asked to sleep on after my full abdominal surgery 

Kylie Tasker 

 
Sent from my iPhone




